BRUSH BANDIT!
By Andrew Mayer
www.rollinallones.com
Hello, hello! My name's Andrew- Lead Brush for Hire at Rollin' All Ones!
I've been painting miniatures for the past 10 years, primarily for wargames like Infinity and
Warhammer 40k. When I was approached for this tutorial, I immediately was struck with
nostalgia. I actually grew up painting car models, so this was a neat return to my "origins," so
to speak!

There are as many ways to paint a model as there are different painters. Everyone has their
own style, what works best for them, etc. For the purposes of this tutorial, I will be showing
two different ways I painted Buff, so you will be able to get your very own Roadbuster all
polished up and ready to roll!
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RECOMMENDED MATERIALS

OPTIONAL

Hobby knife and blades
Sprue cutters/flush cutters (Xuron snips)
Superglue and Accelerant
Epoxy putty (Milliput, Kneadatite, “Green
Stuff”)
Sandpaper (250 and 600 grit recommended)
Needle files
Paintbrushes (I used a size 1)

3/16” Brass or aluminum tube stock
1/8” Brass or aluminum rod stock
Pin vice or Dremel tool

RECOMMENDED PAINTS
Gray Primer (Optional: Black Primer)
Army Painter Dragon Red
Army Painter Chaos Red
Army Painter Pure Red
Army Painter Ash Gray
Vallejo Model Color Black
Vallejo Model Color Neutral Gray
Vallejo Model Color White

Vallejo Game Color Bloody Red
Reaper Burgundy Wine
Reaper Volcanic Orange
Reaper HD Armor Gray
Reaper HD Mustard Yellow
Gloss Varnish (Brush-on)
Gloss Enamel Spray
Matte/Satin Enamel Spray

*NOTE*
If certain colors are unavailable, you can look up replacements in this handy compatibility chart:
https://www.dakkadakka.com/wiki/en/Paint_Range_Compatibility_Chart
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ASSEMBLY
Regardless of your painting preference, start by giving all parts of your model a good wash. This
gets rid of mold release and dust that will prevent paint from properly adhering to your models.
I soak all of my resin model in a warm water bath with a few drops of dish soap. After letting it
sit for a few hours, stirring occasionally, I wash them off under running water, scrubbing them
with a soft bristled toothbrush. Set your parts aside and let them dry fully before proceeding.

Goin' to the carwash, yeah~

After everything is dry, your next step is cleaning up the flash and sprues (extra bits of resin
from the casting process) as well as any casting defects. Even with the best casting techniques,
there are occasionally bubbles in certain spots as well as mold lines. For best results, these
must be removed before painting.
For the most part, this is simple. Using a set of flush
cutters (I like my Xuron snips), cut the larger pieces of
sprue off of the parts. I recommend leaving a little bit of
sprue, as cutting too close can damage the part if you
aren't careful!
Take a hobby knife and clean up the remaining nubs left
by the sprues, as well as areas of mold slip, such as this
area pictured to the right:
Before (ABOVE) and After (BELOW)

Scraping with the back of the blade can be useful to
remove areas like this, as it removes a small amount of
material in a controlled, level manner. Sandpaper (300,
then 600 grit) and needle files can help you clean up the
remaining areas of unevenness.
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FULLY LOADED!!
Here is the first of many sections that I am going to call "Fully Loaded!"- Optional extras that
can add increased detail to your final model.
As you are cleaning the model, it’s the perfect time to add in a fun little action feature- Rolling
wheels!
For this detail, you will need brass or aluminum tubing, available at most hobby stores. I used
1/8” brass tube and 3/16” aluminum tube. The important detail, regardless of what size you
end up using, is that the smaller tube can fit into the larger one.

Buff: Exploded View

I used a Dremel to drill out all of the holes, but you could get similar results with a regular
power drill or even a pin vice (small handheld drill).
The wheels first had the center marked, and a pilot hole was drilled with a tiny drill bit (about a
quarter inch deep with a 1/32” bit). I then used my flush cutters to snip off the peg that
normally fits into the chassis. The pilot hole, now handily acting as a centerpoint on the wheel,
is then used to drill a 1/8” hole for our axle to fit into. Be careful not to drill all the way through!
On mine, I drilled about half-way through the wheel.
For the chassis, use a drill bit that is the same diameter (or even a little larger) as your large
tubing. Take care to drill these as straight as possible, so that the axles are nice and level. I
ended up drilling halfway through the part on one side, then repeated the process on the other
side. Use a length of the large tubing to check that your hole goes all the way through.
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To determine the length of the axles, insert the large tubing into the drilled hole and use a
marker or the tip of a knife to mark where you need to cut. If you are unsure of exact length, it
is useful to cut the tubes a little longer than you need. It is a simple matter to file down the
excess after gluing them in place. For reference, I cut mine about 1 1/4".
Cut two lengths of this using a razor saw- we will be using these as bushings. Although not
entirely necessary, using this will make the final product roll smoother and will reduce wear on
the resin when you spin the axles. Once you are happy with their fit/length, glue them in place
with superglue.
For the axles themselves, cut two
lengths of the smaller rod/tubing.
Again, precision is not critical. It’s best
to leave yourself a little extra. Mine
came to about an inch and a half. If
necessary, you can easily “lose” a little
extra on either end by deepening the
holes drilled into the wheels. Dry fit the
rod into the wheels (remember to
make note of which side the wheels go
on!), and when you are happy with the
fit, use superglue to attach one of the
wheels to the axle. Leave the other
wheel unglued for now. It will be easier
to paint them as separate pieces.
Axle detail

When I was building this model, I
actually made a mistake in drilling the holes in the wheels. I ended up drilling them slightly off
center, so they would inevitably roll poorly and get caught on the wheel wells. This is an easier
fix than you’d thinkI drilled out the tires with a 1/8” drill bit, making the hole considerably larger than the axle. I
then put a small ball of epoxy putty in the hole and inserted the axle into one wheel, then
installed the axle into the chassis, repeating the epoxy putty step with the other wheel. With
both installed into the chassis, I dry-fit the main car body on top, rolling it gently back and forth,
making small tweaks here and there in order to ensure it rolled smoothly. The epoxy putty
remains flexible for several hours, so it can be useful to let it firm up before making final
adjustments. Letting it cure upside-down can prevent it from sagging under the weight of the
car. After it fully cures, it is an easy task to pull the axle apart for painting. Assemble with
superglue after painting.
*NOTE*When you glue it together, don't use too much. If you let it wick into the axle, all your
hard work will be lost!
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FILLER
During the casting process air can become trapped in the resin, leaving the model with small
holes. Very small ones can be filled with a thin superglue, but larger ones will require the use of
an epoxy putty. Commonly referred to as “Green Stuff” by the miniatures community, this is a
putty (about the consistency of clay) that when mixed, hardens over the course of several
hours.

Before…

… and After!

Filling any imperfections in your Buff model is as simple as mixing up a small amount of putty
(mine is a roughly 1:1 mix of parts A and B), then pushing it into the trouble area and smoothing
it with a small spatula or even your finger. A small amount of water will prevent the tool from
sticking to the putty. After it cures, normally overnight, a hobby knife or some sandpaper can
be used to smooth and blend the repair into the rest of the model.

FULLY LOADED!!
Your Buff model already has considerable
details already sculpted into it, but these can be
enhanced with a few simple tools. Here, I used
a small, circular needle file to cut the recesses
and panel lines a little deeper.
I used the file's tip as a chisel, carving the lines
deeper. I then used the side of the file to clean
up the cut and blend it into the rest of the
sculpt.
BE CAREFUL!
Resin is soft, and you can damage it if you aren't careful! Your patience will be rewarded.
If you do happen to take off a little too much, don't fret- Use your epoxy putty or filler to patch
the damage, then come back with your sandpaper to neaten it once it's cured.
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Comparison of the carved panel lines vs. the stock model

PREPARING TO PAINT
Now that all gaps are filled and the model is
cleaned, a last bit of preparation is in order.
In order to prevent the model from picking
up oils from your skin, potentially
interfering with the following paint steps, I
recommend mounting the parts on corks or
other handles. I use old Games Workshop
paint pots for this, and stick parts to them
with blue tac. The wheels were either
mounted on their axles pushed into a cork,
or had pins drilled into them which were
stuck into corks.
Prepped and ready to go!!
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PRIME TIME
With everything cleaned and assembled, it’s time to start painting!
Primer is a special type of paint that, as the name implies, prepares a surface for subsequent
layers of paint. Without it, paint will tend to flake off easier. It also fills in very small
imperfections, making the final paintjob look that much smoother.
I used regular old Krylon Gray
Primer for the main body and
Rustoleum Camouflage Black for
the chassis and wheels. (I did this
to save time- you can simply spray
everything gray and paint the
parts black) Remember to spray in
light, even coats- you don’t want
to swamp the model with pools of
primer! Let this dry overnight,
then give it the old onceover and
check for any problem areas.
Rough areas can be sanded down
with fine sandpaper (>600 grit),
while light areas usually just need
another light coat of primer.
As an aside, here is your first opportunity to play with the final color. You could, for example,
use white primer instead of the gray, resulting in a considerably brighter final color. Conversely,
black primer will make the colors more muted and will deepen the shadows. Like many other
things in painting, the final choice is generally whatever works best for you!

PAINT!
And now the time we’ve all been waiting for: The Paint!!
As mentioned previously, I will be demonstrating two methods of painting- First, using a
standard brush, and second using an airbrush.
In both cases, we will be following a similar line of thought as far as highlighting. In simple
terms, the more raised an area is, the brighter of a color it will be. In more complicated terms…
well, let's go to our handy reference photo:
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As we can see, there are several areas that stand out immediately, i.e. the spoiler, the front of
the hood, the roof. Focus on these areas as you highlight. Conversely, look at the shadows. The
darkest points will of course be the panel lines and "interior" areas, such as air intakes and
vents. All of the points in between will optimally fade from one color to the next.
I found it useful to break up the model into several areas
where I could work on establishing a gradient. Generally,
this meant blending from the darkest color to the
brightest. The easiest way to see this effect is on the
door panels.
Other areas are highlighted in order to emphasize
details, for example the skirting boards (shown to the
right). This tricks the eye into thinking the object has
more depth to it and in a way makes it appear more
realistic. In this same fashion, I focused on areas near
panel lines to give it additional visual interest and depth (marked by arrow).
Keep this in mind as you continue.
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STANDARD BRUSH
One of the most important lessons a painter learns is to thin their paints. Multiple thin coats
are infinitely better than one thick coat. It’s hard to say exactly how much to thin any particular
paint, but a good rule of thumb is to keep your paint about the consistency of heavy cream.
When in doubt, err on the side of thinner paint. You can always paint a second coat. Fixing a
botched thick one is much harder!
From the gray primer, I started by painting a good base coat of Army Painter’s Dragon Red- It’s
a nice medium red color, and will serve as our primary midtone for Buff. Every other red we use
will blend into and out of this color.

I then jumped to my darkest color, Reaper Burgundy Wine, painting in the deepest areas of
shadow. The underside of the car, the wheel wells, inside the front grille, etc. I also established
the panel lines with this color. With a little time and a steady hand, this shouldn’t take too long.
This color can also be used to outline the windows. This in particular helps establish areas of
shadow where the body of the car meet glass.
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Stepping up from that, I established my highlights (the spoiler, roof, hood scoop, high parts of
the hood) using a 1:1 mix of Dragon Red and Army Painter Pure Red. As the name implies, Pure
Red is a super bright, vivid red. Using thin coats, I picked out the highlights, blending them into
the midtone. Don’t worry if you go a little too far with your highlights- you can always go back
with Dragon Red and neaten up the transition. Remember, thin coats! The reds are a little bit
translucent, so we can exploit this to get nice smooth transitions.
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Next, I used Pure Red on its own to define the brightest highlights. Remember, these are the
highest points of the model. Focus on areas like the roof, the spoiler, the upper areas of the
hood, the mirrors, etc.

Lastly, I used Army Painter Chaos Red (a rich dark red), smoothing the blend from the deep
shadows into the midtone. I've gone ahead and marked a few key areas that I recommend
shading to this level for added depth.
If needed, you can always go back to some thinned Dragon Red so that the blends are nice and
butter smooth!
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AIRBRUSH
Airbrushes are one of my all-time favorite things in the workshop. They are some of the most
versatile tools in the painter's arsenal, useful for everything from basecoating armies and tanks
to freehanding elaborate murals in miniature. If you are any sort of hobbyist and are
considering taking the plunge, I can't say "do it!" fast or loud enough! They are genuine gamechangers.
For this project, I primarily used a Badger Patriot 105 with a Fine needle. In the past, I have also
had good results with a Paasche Talon with a #2 needle. Regardless of your setup, the process is
relatively the same.
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By far one of the most difficult things to
do with an airbrush is properly thinning
your paint. I find that I get best results
with the 105 with paint the consistency of
half-and-half. Normally this is achieved
with a few drops of my thinner, which is
50-50 Vallejo Airbrush medium and water.
A handy trick I've found to let me know
when a pain is properly thinned is to slosh
it around gently in a mixing cup. If it is just
thick enough to stick to the sides and is
just shy of being perfectly opaque before
pulling away, its ready to go through the
brush!

Thinned paint will stick to the side of a cup and is
just shy of total opacity.

We start similar to the regular brush, with Dragon Red over a gray primer. I then loaded the
airbrush with thinned Reaper Burgundy Wine, spraying the deepest areas of shadow. I tended
to focus on the bottom and the majority of the hood around the scoop. This is sort of a
shortened form of a technique called “Color Modulation.” This technique is less about realistic
shading and is more concerned with emphasizing the shadows and highlights of a model,
making it more dynamic. You will commonly see this on wargaming miniatures and military
models.
While I had Burgundy Wine in the airbrush, I also sprayed the windows as a first step of
shading.
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Next, I used Army Painter Chaos Red to start working back towards the midtone. Again, we are
using the translucency of the color to our advantage.

Next is Dragon Red again, smoothing the gradient between the shadows and midtone. Of
particular mention here is how I sprayed the roof/rear quarterpanels. I used the details in the
bodywork to provide a mask, so that only the highest points of the model were hit with the
brighter color. I repeated this for subsequent highlight colors, spraying a smaller area each
time.
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For the highlight color, I skipped the mix I used in the regular brush section above, opting to
instead spray straight pure red… Except, oops… I ran out of Pure red! I substituted Reaper HD
Bright Red, a slightly more muted color that in retrospect I think I like a little bit more.
I sprayed this only over the highest spots of the model, leaving as much of the Dragon Red as I
could below it. Remember, the key to this effect is contrast!

As a final step, I lined all of the panel lines with a 0.5mm Sakura Micron pen. Yes, that's right-- a
fine-tipped marker. There's no rule that says you only have to use paint!
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THE DETAILS
At this stage, the remaining steps are identical for both the airbrush and regular brushwork
miniatures. All of this was painted with my standard size 1 brush.
The windows were all painted out with Vallejo Black. I also painted in all of the future metal
areas and lights.

I’ll admit that there was no small amount of thought when it came to painting the windows. I
didn’t know whether to paint them as a big lens or to paint a reflection in the window…
Ultimately, I ended up going with a sort of cel-shaded effect. This was achieved with Reaper HD
Armor Gray. If you make a mistake or don’t like the look of part of the reflection, it is an easy
case of simply painting over part or all of it with Black paint.
After I was happy with the reflections, I edged the windows with a very thin line of Black. I
simply used paint, however if you don't trust your hand to be steady enough, you can certainly
use the black micron pen we used to line the panels previously!
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For the metal areas of buff, (headlights, front grille, exhausts, and wheel hubs) I started from
the black base coat and painted them with Army Painter Gun Metal. Then I used Army Painter
Dark Tone, which is what is referred to as a "wash." This is a very thin paint, usually highly
pigmented, that is used to tone and shade areas of models. Unlike a normal paint, these are
very translucent and are generally applied over the entire surface of a part. It flows into the
recesses and small details, shading them quickly and efficiently, leaving the majority of the part
relatively untinted.

To apply the wash, simply cover the area and let it pool in the recesses. Generally it will dry
similar to how it looks when you apply it, so a deep pool of wash will tend to look the darkest,
whereas a thin one will only just shade the surface. If you put too much on, use a clean brush to
"mop" up the heavier pools of wash and remove the excess (a paper towel can be useful to dry
your brush as you remove wash). Like many other things in painting, eventually you get a "feel"
for the right amount!
After the wash had time to dry, the silver areas were highlighted with Army Painter Bright
Silver. Focus on the extreme edges, particularly where the metal would catch the light. Lastly,
the tires themselves were then touched up with Vallejo Model Color Black (not pictured).
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The headlights and fog lights were based in Vallejo Model Color Neutral Gray. On the
headlights, previously painted with metal, I left a thin rim of the silver color as the “frame” of
the light.
This was highlighted with a 1:1 mix of
Vallejo Neutral Gray and Army Painter
Ash Gray.
The key here is to keep in mind where
the light would pool, were these made
of glass and metal. In this example, I had
the light pool in the bottom right of
every lens.
The next highlight was pure Ash Gray.
Last, a mix of Ash Gray and White. This
highlight was little more than a thin
sliver at the bottom of the lens. I also
took a little bit to make a "sparkle" at
the top of the lens. This can be
brightened even further with pure white, if desired.
The amber running lights were painted similar to the headlights, starting with a 1:1 mix of
Reaper HD Mustard Yellow and Reaper Volcanic Orange. This may take two or three thin coats
to cover the black under it.
I highlighted this with another mix of Mustard Yellow and Volcanic orange, this time roughly 2
parts yellow to orange. Remember to keep in mind where your light is pooling.
Next was pure Mustard Yellow, and I kept it to only a small sliver at the very bottom of the lens.
I then took Volcanic Orange and painted the upper edges of the lens. Think of it as the opposite
of our light pooling.
Last, I painted a tiny sparkle with pure white in the upper right of each lens.
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The brake lights started as black painted in the recesses, then Army Painter Chaos Red. Just a
small amount of the black was left on the edges.
Next, I painted Army Painter Dragon Red over about half of the lens. Similar to the other lenses,
I kept the highlights toward the lower right side.
I then used a thin line of Vallejo Game Color Bloody Red as my final color highlight. This color is
more towards the orange end of the red spectrum and is super saturated, so makes for
excellent brake lights!
And lastly, I used white to add in that little sparkle of reflected light
Incidentally, should you ever paint wargaming minis, this is similar to how I paint gemstones!
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FULLY LOADED!!
One of the more defining features of Buff is the hood emblem. This can be approached from
many different angles, each with their own pros and cons. Again, I will be detailing two of
these processes: Freehand and Decals.
DECALS:
By far the quickest and simplest method, making your own decals is an easy way to add
intricate detail quickly and with little fear of messing up the paintwork underneath. Many
hobby shops sell special paper specifically for this purpose, or you can purchase it online. I
usually get mine from Micro Mark (www.micromark.com).
For Buff, I actually took an even less expensive option- Plain old printer paper! The advantage
here is twofold. 1) The thicker paper will make the hood badge stand out from the hood
proper- there is sculpted detail, of course, but sometimes a little extra depth is in order. 2)
Significantly easier than making custom decals. You probably already have the required
materials on your desk, and there's no need for extra finishing as there would normally be with
custom decals.
I started by taking a few quick
measurements of the existing hood
badge detail, then drew up a quick
image in Photoshop. Remember,
precision in the design will not be as
important here as it would be in a
larger project. The scale of the final
badge is on the lines of only a few
millimeters in either direction, so
the details will be very tiny indeed!
I recommend an inkjet printer for
printing off the "decal". Laser
printers tend to look out of scale, depending on how you have its dithering set up. Ink jets tend
to be much more forgiving.
I have included the decal sheet I used at the end of this tutorial. I used the smallest of the
decals, though there is the option to use larger ones, if so desired. Print them at the highest
quality that you are able (I used my printer's photo mode) and let them dry completely before
proceeding.
Using a hobby knife, cut out the image as close as you can to its edge. Carefully run its edges
over a black colored pencil- this helps hide the white paper that cutting revealed and makes it
look more realistic.
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To apply the paper decal to your Buff, use
the tip of a hobby knife to pick it up. Use a
tiny, TINY dab of superglue to affix it over
the cast detail. Make sure it's where you
want it the first time- once the paper hits
the glue, it's going to be a lot of trouble to
get it back off!!

Tiny, Tiny Decals

FREEHAND:
Simply defined, freehand refers to painting details onto a flat or virtually flat surface without
stencils or guides. You are essentially painting a picture.
This is technically more intensive than decals, and the final product is only as good as your
skills. On the positive, freehand detail can give a "human" touch to a miniature, and in some
cases is easier than attempting to bend a decal around a complicated surface.

To start, I painted the badge area on the buff model with a deep red, almost black color (Reaper
Burgundy Wine). This will act as a foundation to the following steps and acts as the shadow,
making the badge appear 3 dimensional.
I then applied my medium red color (Army Painter Dragon Red), ensuring that I left a little black
around the edges. Don't worry about getting a razor-fine edge at this point- the following steps
will neaten up the edge of the red!
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Next, using my silver paint (Army Painter Shining Silver) I began to draw in the details of the
badge. Steady your hand and paint in the outline, then the lettering and bull's head. Its eyes
won't be necessary at this scale, so save yourself the struggle of using a microscopic brush and
feel free to omit them!
Lastly, take your dark red color from step 1, and carefully draw an outline around the whole
badge. Keep this thin- you are really just neatening up the edges of your freehand

Decal

Freehand
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Finishing Up!
After all parts are painted, it’s time to varnish! This step ensures that your paintwork stays
looking pretty for years to come. It also helps to unify the finish of paints, as some might be
glossier than others, leaving a mottled, uneven surface.
I recommend two coats of two different finishes- First a coat of a gloss enamel, then once that
dries (overnight is best) a flat enamel. This gives you the benefit of a strong protective coat
from the gloss, but with a matte, slightly satin finish. For both of these, I recommend
Rustoleum’s Clear Enamels. Inexpensive, and widely available.
You can, of course, choose to forgo the initial gloss spray and only use the matte. I recommend
it only as an additional safety net!
Likewise, you can choose to leave Buff bright and shiny with gloss and skip the matte.
Ultimately it is your model and your choice! Should you go with a glossier finish, I do
recommend you still matte varnish the wheels and chassis- Those parts would seldom be very
glossy in real life!
After all the varnish cured, I went back and painted the windows and all lights with two coats of
gloss varnish. Mine is Liquitex High Gloss, but you can use any glossy varnish. This gives the
glass a nice bright finish!
Lastly, assemble your painted modelRemove all the painting grips, be they cork or
otherwise, then assemble with superglue. The
chassis should fit snugly into the main body.
Occasionally there may be some minor warping in
the part from production, but this can easily be
corrected during gluing. I pushed the part in place,
then applied superglue accelerator so that it stayed
put. The wheels have pegs that fit into the chassisjust make sure you put the correct ones on the
correct side! The left ones have an “L” cast into the
peg, but another way to discern right from left is the
direction of the wheel rims- they should point
forward, as in the picture here.

 The front of the car is this way.
Arrow indicates direction of "spikes"

Enjoy your newly painted Roadbuster!!

If you have any questions/comments, I encourage you to reach out to me through my website,
www.rollinallones.com. Thanks for reading and Happy Painting!!
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Gallery -- Hand Brush
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Gallery -- Hand Brush
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Gallery -- Airbrush
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Gallery -- Airbrush
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DECALS
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